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The Jews, the Others, of Piers Plowman
In her remarkable dissertation paper “Critical Apertures: Medieval Anti-Judaism and Middle English Narrative,” Elisa Marie Narin van Court calls out Piers Plowman’s muted subjects: “Despite the numerous references to Jews and Judaism throughout the poem, critics have, for the most part, remained curiously silent about Langland’s Jews.”​[1]​ While the Jewish people had been banished from England long before even the first version of the vernacular tale was fashioned, their presence resounds throughout the story. Hardly a Passus goes by without one reference to a Jewish individual, practice, or belief — that is, a Jewish individual, practice or belief as perceived or believed by a Christian observer. Whereas a multitude of these references abound in Piers Plowman, it contains, essentially, only a pair of conventional medieval approaches for portraying Jews. “In the first, the Jew is the other vis-à-vis the Christian; in the second […] distinctions are made between Scriptural Jews (who are revered as the possessors of the Old Law), and historical Jews (who are reviled as the killers of Christ).”​[2]​ Although this strange and powerful dichotomy permeates the entirety of Piers Plowman, Narin van Court’s analysis is one of the few voices in the otherwise-still void, as she charts how “the C-text systematically excised Judaism from the trajectory of Christian history.”​[3]​ Her composition tracks the alterations and deletions of Jewish references from Piers Plowman’s B-text to its C-text. Chronicling these echoes, however, largely precludes an in-depth study of the B-text alone which, in turn, implies its relative tolerance towards Jews. Emmy Stark Zitter, in her article “Anti-Semitism in Chaucer’s Prioress’s Tale,” warns that critics of medieval literature should “admit honestly to its anti-Semitism and to examine in detail the libels and misinformation underlying the pieces.”​[4]​ Therefore, this paper will be taking that close look at the B-text’s use and fluctuating attitude towards Jews through the words of its narrator and its characters. While sounding the depth of these depictions in Piers Plowman, specific attention will also be given to medieval Jews’ relationship to and persecution with both contemporaneous Muslims and women.
	Of the limited material available on medieval anti-Semitism in vernacular English literature, a cacophony of opinions exists concerning the reputed author of Piers Plowman William Langland. In discussing the first female English writer Margery Kempe, Judith Rosenthal claims that “Kempe’s [15th c.] society was not monolithic; some writers of this period do speak favourably about the Jewish people, Langland and Boccaccio among them.”​[5]​ Rosenthal’s notes go on to reference lines corresponding E. Talbot Donaldson’s translation of Piers Plowman IX.84-90,​[6]​ where Wit makes noise as to the Jews charity towards other Jews. These passages, which shall be recounted later, are not without condescension and disapproval, though, making them awkward ground upon which to base Langland’s kind liberalism. Narin van Court disputes another naïve evaluation of Langland by Dorothy Millner:
[Millner] argues that Langland disproves ‘the narrow, one-sided notion that the medieval Christian attitude toward the Jew was one of hostility only […] the values which Langland prizes are values and religious precepts which Jew and Christian alike hold dear: truth, love, charity, justice, order and law.’ Millner is meticulous, if selective, in her ‘proofs’ from the B-text.​[7]​

As will be shown in forthcoming examples, one can certainly hear Langland as an advocate of the Jews if only a minority of his writing is sampled. However, when taken as a whole, “Piers Plowman, could be considered more anti-Judaic than is commonly assumed.”​[8]​
	As with his renowned contemporary Geoffrey Chaucer, Langland cannot be conveniently excused by modern critics from having anti-Semitic overtones to his writing; neither contending it to be ironic nor excusing it as conventional for the time is entirely credible. In regards to the anti-Semitic titular protagonist of Chaucer’s Prioress’s Tale, “Robert Worth Frank, Jr. claims that if we see Chaucer as condemning the Prioress then ‘we must also see him as condemning a most powerful complex of beliefs, attitudes, and feelings universally shared in his age.’”​[9]​ While “universally shared” may be an overstatement on Frank’s part, Robert Adams points out that to believe Chaucer was subtly undercut by the predominant social and religious outlook on the Jews through massive irony is to believe that Chaucer also “put his axe at the root of the whole exegetical tree.”​[10]​ Moreover, to what end would Chaucer or Langland — whose dubious identity precludes any assumptions of liberal enlightenment that one might assign the well-traveled Chaucer — include such cunning literary manoeuvres? Zitter maintains that the anti-Semitism of their stories could not be satirical because there was no audience who “would perceive anti-Semitism as ridiculous at best, and sinful at worst.”​[11]​ Adams, who admits a longing to find Chaucer innocent, concedes that “Chaucer’s being so well-placed to notice this incongruity offers no guarantee that he did […] Chaucer may have been an unwitting victim of this ironic phrase rather than its deliberate perpetrator.”​[12]​ For similar reasons, there is no compelling evidence to presume that the mysterious ‘Long Will’ was in a position to hold that revolutionary opinion either, much less lace his writing with it.
More likely, Langland began as Chaucer did, “using the Jews in this tale as conventional figures.”​[13]​ Given that the Jews were banished from England in 1290, their invocation had to be solely conceptual — malevolent concepts that had both led to their ostracizing and putrefied further after their departing. Medieval literature, theatre, and religion employed what Sylvia Tomasch calls “the ‘virtual Jew’ in the absence of actual Jews.”​[14]​ Whereas there was certainly a mythology about Jews before their exile, both Bernard Glassman and Edgar Rosenberg claim “that the Jews’ absence ‘may well have fostered rather than obscured their evil reputation; the Jews once more receded into the distorted past of legend and history.’”​[15]​ This distortion became necessary fantasy, says Carole Stone in her essay “Anti-Semitism in the Miracle Tales of the Virgin.” English society vilified the Jew — almost always in the singular to represent uniformity —  through fantasy, thereby “enacting a history of guilt over the killing of Christ, projected onto the Jews […] As Rosemary Ruether has pointed out, ‘For Christianity, anti-Judaism was not merely a defence against attack but an intrinsic need of Christianity for self-affirmation.’”​[16]​ Conceiving of the Jew this way not only affirmed Christianity, but also nationalistic identity, “the construction of Englishness itself. As [James] Shapiro writes ‘[…] between 1290 and 1656 the English came to see their country defined in part by the fact that Jews had been banished from it.’”​[17]​ The reviling of the Jew, even when there were none actually to target, became a pillar in medieval English identity:  “For the sake of security, Jews had to be removed; for the sake of self-definition, ‘the Jew’ had to remain.”​[18]​
Though this standard usage of the Jew may be where Chaucer and Langland both started, each went beyond the convention in unexpected and disturbing manners. Narin van Court states that their deviations should not be so surprising:
The underlying assumption in most of these studies of Jews and stereotypes is that there was a singular medieval response to Jews and Judaism that can be traced through literature as either mirror of or model for social and religious attitudes. There are any number of problems with this assumption.​[19]​

In fact, to say that there is a “singular medieval response to Jews and Judaism” in the B-text of Piers Plowman alone would be mistaken. To wit, the next section will explore the progressive formation of ‘the Jew’ through a sequential exploration of the text itself, in the hopes of contributing new articulation on the Jews of Piers Plowman to the critical silence. 
	While Narin van Court begins at a point which she deems most pertinent to the B- and C-text modifications — “three passages which are directly concerned with the issues of fulfillment supersession and replacement supersession”​[20]​ — a more sensible approach for the purposes of this paper would be to start at the Prologue and work forward. In this way, the culmination of attitudes (and the backslides) can be most readily heard. These movements can best be encapsulated, however, in three different phases: (a) Prologue-XI, (b) XII-XVIII, and (c) XIX-XX.
	For all practical purposes, the first Jew-reference occurs within the opening 40 lines of the prologue: “But jokers and word jugglers, Judas’ children, / Invent fantasies to tell about and make fools of themselves, / And have whatever wits they need to work if they wanted.”​[21]​ The statement is a deprecation, but neither a harshly worded one nor one with any direct link to stereotypes of the Jew. In fact, at this early, whimsical point in the poem, the statement could even refer to the narrator or Langland himself​[22]​, one whom “entertain[s] with jokes and fantastic stories.”​[23]​ Judas is mentioned again in Passus I — Wrong “made a joke out of Judas with Jewish silver”​[24]​ — in much a similar fashion. The word “Jewish” appears explicitly and an association between the Jew and money occurs, perhaps playing off of the convention of Jews as either financially savvy or money-grubbing. Still, the animus seems placed on Wrong for hoodwinking Judas, and explanations could be given for the silver being necessarily Jewish in that its recipient, Judas, was himself Jewish. The statement is bigoted, perhaps, but not hatefully anti-Semitic.
	Jewish allusions take on a chiefly positive connotation from this point through the middle of Passus III. This amity comes, largely, from a Christian desire to forge a bond of legitimacy between its New Testament teachers and the Old Testament Ten Commandments. In talking to the Dreamer, Lady Holy Church says that Truth taught Moses love, reframing the preventative laws given to him at Mount Sinai as New Testament charitas — “And he taught it to Moses as a matchless thing, and most like Heaven.”​[25]​  This serves the dual purpose of legitimizing Moses while at the same time “trac[ing] the trajectory of the teaching of this doctrine first through the Hebrew Scriptures (‘lered it to Moses’), and then to its ultimate expression as it is embodied in Christ.”​[26]​ When individuals perform horrid acts in striving for Meed, the Old Laws are embraced by the narrative which sneers at those who “Disobedient and bold break the Ten Commandments​[27]​”  In the voice of Conscience, the text even conflates Moses and the Messiah together when talking of the peace that will come to all, including the Jews, upon the (Second) Coming: “…Jews shall judge in their wit — and be joyful at heart — / That Moses or Messiah has come to middle earth.”​[28]​ The Jews seem imbued with the qualities of good humour and intelligence, a sentiment that appears maintained with the reference to David as author of the psalms on III.312. 
	While the middle of Passus III is not itself condemning, it does cast the Jew as pre-converted and hint at their unsung relationship with the medieval Muslim. The voice of Conscience again cites the Jew, yet this time separates the Christian Second Coming with the Jewish Messiah-prophecy; now, the love which supposedly Truth taught Moses “shall make the Jews convert” from their faith to Christianity.​[29]​ It can be inferred, therefore, that the reputed fulfillment of their prophet’s teachings is the abandonment of their faith — a rather paradoxical notion and not without some suggestion of the Jew as inferior. However, larger insult is dealt to those of the Islamic faith, when, at the time of their predicted conversion, “to Makomet and Meed mishap shall come.”​[30]​ That is, unlike Moses, Makomet — identified by Kirk and Anderson as a pseudonym for Mohammed​[31]​  — will be renounced, thus demolishing the major cornerstone of Islam. While the Jew continues to suffer from rude stereotypes — such as Covetousness’ comments his usury learned “among Lombard and Jews”​[32]​ — they have at this point in the story yet to be as hatefully or insultingly referenced as this instance with the Muslims. 
	Flattery and inclusion soon turn grave and malicious. To make matters worse, the author figuratively rewrites several of his previous passages and sentiments. This revisionist tendency is not uncommon in Piers Plowman; in fact, at first, the Dreamer has “no delight in dream-lore, for it lets us down often,”​[33]​ but then reconsiders the validity of dreams — particularly the one he is currently within — citing their importance in the Bible, “how Daniel divined the dreams of a king,” in addition to both Jacob and Joseph.​[34]​ “Piers Plowman […] belies assumptions of static anti-Judaism as it revises, within the very framework of its poetic narrative, its own earlier representation of Jews and Judaism.”​[35]​ So, the duality of Wit’s praise for the Jews in Passus IX – the passage specifically cited by Judith Rosenthal as proof of Langland’s sympathy towards Jews – should be relatively unsurprising:
A Jew would not see a Jew go chattering for need
For all the goods on this ground if he might give him help.
Alas, that any Christian creature should be unkind to his fellow
Since Jews that we judge Judas’ fellow,
Each of them helps the other with whatever he needs.
Why are we Christians not as kind with Christ’s goods?
That Jews should show us good examples is a shame to us all!​[36]​

Editors Kirk and Anderson also cite this as one of the “passages that speak positively of the Jews” to offset other blatantly anti-Semitic instances.​[37]​ However, Kirk and Anderson’s objectivity is questionable, especially in light of other ideologically drenched notes, such as their explanation for Jesus’ arrival in hell “like a giant with an engine”​[38]​ which they qualify as a “device, probably thought of as a gigantic slingshot, though of course Christ needs nothing to break down his enemies but his own authority.”​[39]​ Nor should the alleged Jewish kindliness go unquestioned; the praise is underscored with contempt. First, it should be noted that the Jews only have access to a certain delineated realm of goods, not “Christ’s goods.” Second, the notion that a Jew may be superior to a Christian in some manner can be read as not only shameful, but wholly offensive; it contradicts an understood medieval hierarchy. It also illustrates the paradoxical-yet-common instance of what Tomasch calls “allosemitism” – “the two sides — Jews as wicked murderers / Jews as generous alms-givers — are not merely conjoined, but […] they are the same. By the later Middle Ages, every Jew is both evil and good, murderous and charitable.”​[40]​ To read one half without the other – to hold this passage as an absolute proof of Langland’s intentions to the exclusion of all other things – is to take it out of both historical and textual context. This relates to the third point:  the Jew’s tie to Judas is reinforced by line 87. By line 95, Judas as the antithesis of a Christian and his connection to avarice is restated. How far can praise for the Jew go with this not five lines later?​[41]​
It is the Jew’s alleged role in Jesus’ demise that both condemns him and fuels the core engine of medieval English society’s anti-Semitism. Whereas its contemporaneous audience may hold it as a common fact, Piers Plowman seems curiously cautious in declaring the Jew’s guilt for the crucifixion. Passus X contains two mentions of it, each of which, however, giving it a different hesitant slant. Dame Study comments on those who “preach of the pain that Pilate caused / To Jesu the gentle whom the Jews stretched / Upon a Cross on Calvary, as clerks teach us.”​[42]​ The Jew’s role in Jesus death here is stated baldly, but it is couched in a pair of greater arguments. First, a trace of anti-clericalism can be read into the line – the Jews’ guilt, after is, is what the clerks teach, though not necessarily stated in all readings of the New Testament. Second, she holds that those who do preach such a thing, “little is he loved or listened to.”​[43]​ Whether this means that the speaker is incorrect or simply that his words go unheeded is uncertain, but either dilutes the impact of the implied accusation. Dame Study talks again of this incident later in the Passus:
Whoever again wants to know why it was God’s wish
To suffer Satan to deceive his seed
Or Judas the Jew to prepare Jesus’ betrayal
All was as he willed – Lord, worship be unto you! –​[44]​

Judas’ membership as a Jew is again displayed as is his/their part in Jesus’ death. But, once more, the comment does not yet stand alone. Judas is framed parallel to Satan, perhaps a mutual aberrant rather than a representative.​[45]​ In addition, Dame Study cushions the instance with a contention of divine providence; the action was all part of God’s plan.​[46]​ 
For whatever reason, until mid-Passus XII, the text seems unwilling to flatly charge the Jew and make any anti-Semitic statement plain. Passus X continues with reverential mentions of Solomon​[47]​, Moses, and David, as well as the Ark of the Covenant. A return to Passus III’s conversion-topics occurs in both X and XI, but in both are the Jews and Muslims welcome without scorn; neither is accursed and without hope of Christian salvation: “For Christ called us all, come if we would, / Saracens and schismatic and also the Jews.”​[48]​ This is the more conventional use of the Jew in literature, where “the Jew converts following a miraculous intervention.”​[49]​ Christianity, says Zitter, needed the Jews in this way. “When a Jew converts in such a work it is, rather, symbolic of the Christian renewing his faith in the Christian era; the point of such works is to inspire the Christians themselves to a sense of their own grace.”​[50]​ Alternatively, says Rosenthal, the Jews were useful to Christianity as an observing Other: “In the early medieval period, Catholics continued to be urged to follow the teaching of Augustine (354-430) that Jews be allowed to survive as member of a ‘witness’ people.”​[51]​ This is partly what makes Chaucer’s Prioress’s Tale both so repugnant and so suspicious. “Most of the analogues for the Prioress’s Tale end with the conversion of the Jews. Had the Prioress ended her tale this way it would have been almost impossible to read the story as a satire on her own values.”​[52]​ This slight-yet-terrible variation is the sole thing that leaves Chaucer open to ironic recovery by critics. Passus XI also esteems David and Solomon, while also crediting Jesus’ lineage with Judaism – though, very carefully. “Jesus Christ alighted in a Jew’s daughter” only confirms Mary’s Jewish parentage, but not necessarily her own or Jesus’. One can read the text to mark the Virgin as not-precisely-Jewish, perhaps a more suitable incubator for the Christian saviour.
	Passus XII begins the loud anti-Semitic overture against the Jews. However, the text that has thus far shaped much of Christian faith in terms of exonerated Old Testament prophets and legends, must be reconciled. Two manoeuvres will therefore be employed. In order to do as Chaucer’s Parson’s Tale did – in order to, as Tomasch says, “dissociate Jews from their own religion” – new categorizations must be available in which to pigeonhole them; once those maligning labels are established, “through traditional typological strategies, laudatory Old Testament Hebrew prophets are distinguished from blame worthy New Testament or contemporary Jews.”​[53]​ The scheme is a sound system – Christianity can fully realize its allosemitic relationship by appropriating whichever archaic, positive Jewish elements it wishes and literally demonizing any more immediate Jewish influence. All this, in turn, helps for further defining Christianity itself. Stone notes the words of Jaqueline Rose, who says that fantasy such as this is “‘a way of re-elaborating and therefore of partly recognizing the memory which is struggling against the psychic odds to be heard.’”​[54]​
The new category created for the Jew is a simple one to pinpoint: the heretic. In fact, this seems to be the catch-all to which all the Others of Christianity are assigned. Beginning at line 40 of Passus XII, a catalogue of unfortunates, those who lost their focus on virtue and paid for it dearly, is given: Satan, Solomon, Samson, Job, Aristotle, Hippocrates, Virgil, Alexander, and Rosamond. Said another way, the group consists of the Devil, three Jews, three pagans, and a woman; further, in the case of two of the three Jews – “Solomon was led by his foreign wives into building shrines to pagan gods […] Samson was betrayed by Delilah”​[55]​ – women were their undoing. Subtle constructions, such as the passing mention of “schismatics” along with the welcome Jews and Saracens of Passus XI, have readied this trap to spring. In his book The Formation of a Persecuting Society, R.I. Moore states how “lepers, Jews, sodomites, and various other groups” were all victimized under the header of heretic.​[56]​ As shall be further discussed later, Muslims were included, along with the Jews and, in many ways, women in general.
“The categories Women and Jew, both, are created out of a disavowal of lack, an attempt to fix or know difference,” says Stephanie Gaynor in her article on the Prioress’s Tale and the Prioress’s Portrait.​[57]​ So, it is fitting that attitudes against the Jew find a pivotal moment in a scene involving an adulterous woman:
In the Old Law as the letter tells, that was the law of the Jews,
That whatever woman was taken in adultery, whether rich or poor,
Men should strike her with stones and stone her to death.
A woman as we find was guilty of that deed,
But Christ of his courtesy used Clergy to save her.
For through the characters that Christ wrote the Jews confessed themselves
Guiltier before God, and more gravely in sin,
Than the woman that was there, and went away for shame.​[58]​

“The characters that Christ wrote,” namely the New Testament, embrace the woman, but no longer welcome the Jew. Instead, the two are played against each other, and the Jew finds himself lacking, yet receives no absolution – only expulsion. Even so, the woman’s fate is uncertain; she will be offered the Eucharist:
…That body is both betterment to the righteous
And death and damnation to those who die wicked,
As Christ’s characters comforted, and convicted of guilt,
The woman whom the Jews judged that Jesus thought to save.
	Judge not lest ye be judged.
Just so God’s body, brethren, unless it be worthily taken
Damn us at the Day of Doom, as the characters did the Jews.​[59]​ 

It seems as though, had the Jews not thrown the first stone, the situations could be easily reversed, and the Eucharist could just as easily have “convicted of guilt” either party. “The prominence of women, of Jews, of heretics as protagonists in some very similar tales of eucharistic crime and its punishment,” says Rubin, “reflects the symbolic equivalence which they possessed. These were figures who were, and who could be constructed as, the Other.”​[60]​ But, instead of being unified, the Jews and women apparently reject each other, as was the case with writer Margery Kempe. “She certainly had no regular or intimate contact with Jews or a Jewish community,”​[61]​ says Rosenthal, but, “despite the rebellious nature she displayed to patriarchal church authorities,”​[62]​ Kempe wrote strongly anti-Semitic pieces, most likely informed by the “Franciscan and Dominican preachers [whom] regularly libeled and persecuted Jews.”​[63]​ 
As the previous passage suggests, the Jew-as-heretic can have no contract with God, either in New or Old Testament form. Jewish reluctance to accept the Eucharist was inverted in many medieval tales as a rejection by the Eucharist of the Jews. “These were tales which reinforces ideas about Eucharistic power, and about the danger posed by those who threatened the Eucharist.”​[64]​ In addition, they “imputed to Jews the enormity of child-abuse, the ritual murder accusation, in analogy to their role as desecrators of hosts, and above all as tormentors and murderers of Christ.”​[65]​ The medieval Jew’s relationship to the Old Testament covenant also begins to be overturned in Passus XII. The Levites are said to watch over the Archa Dei – “The Ark of God,” more popularly known today thanks to mainstream cinema as the Ark of the Covenant – which turns poisonous to Saul’s progeny due to his casting a pagan sacrifice before it: “And his sons also suffered for that sin.”​[66]​ Imaginative uses this as a cautionary tale to trust in religious teaching “no matter what the clerks are like themselves,” but it comes conspicuously hard on the heels of the Jews having just been declared “more gravely in sin.” It becomes increasingly significant when, later in the Passus, the Dreamer says that the clerks believe “neither Saracens nor Jews / Nor any creature of Christ’s likeness can be saved without Christendom.”​[67]​ Imaginative disagrees, but then never says how they can. As we move further into Piers Plowman, it is as if the validity of the Jew is quietly dissipating
	Passus XIII both reduces this lack of salvation for Jews​[68]​ and casts Jews as torturers,​[69]​ but its real consequence to anti-Semitism comes from its depiction of Muslims. The Dreamer loathes the Doctor, the saying, “And I hoped most heartily, with a full hateful will, / That the platters and plate placed before this Doctor / Would turn to molten lead in his midriff — and Mahoun in the midst.”​[70]​ While this is a remarkable point of anti-clericalism, it is an even more shocking – and uninformed – disgrace to Islam. Kirk and Anderson explain that Mahoun is both another name for Mohammed and “a name for the Devil, because of popular belief that Mohammed was the Muslims’ God rather than their prophet.”​[71]​ The relationship between anti-Judaism and anti-Muslimism – the proper definition of anti-Semitism – is a strong one, especially in a medieval environment. In his book Antisemitism: The Longest Hatred, Robert Wistrich cites the early 13th century as “a Golden Age of medieval Jewish creativity nurtured in a receptive Islamic environment.”​[72]​ In fact, Moore tracks the root of anti-Judaism in medieval literature to a passage from Song of Roland, specifically Charlemagne’s vengeful “destruction of the synagogues of Saragossa along with the mosques.”​[73]​ Areas like Iberia with its age of peacefully co-existing convivencia were not uncommon in medieval Europe. And, as Christian fervour increased, so did its paranoia of Jewish/Muslim acquaintance. As Helen and Allan Cutler explore in their inspiring work The Jew As Ally of the Muslim: Medieval Roots of Anti-Semitism, part of anti-Judaicism’s prolific medieval re-emergence was contemporaneous Christians’ association of the Jew to the Muslim, the adversaries of their holy crusade. That bond is even more tightly cleaved via the affiliation Jews themselves made to Muslims in at least “five major Jewish historical works, circa 600-1100.”​[74]​ Moore reports that, with the inception of the crusades, religious fervour “undoubtedly stimulated hostility to the Jews” and sparked both suspicion and massacre, putting them as under siege as the inhabitants of Jerusalem themselves.​[75]​ Except, while Old Testament prophets like Elijah – mentioned in Passus XIV — were assimilated into Christian belief, the Muslim’s Prophet was entirely made unholy.
Passus XV takes a number of Byzantine twists in trying to resolve (a) the Jews guilt in killing Christ with (b) the possibility of conversion with (c) the contempt for the medieval Jew (and Muslim) with (d) the veneration for the Old Testament Jew. Roughly halfway through XV, Anima makes a claim similar to that of Dame Study, saying that the Jews killing of Jesus was preordained by God; this time, however, the martyrdom of Paul and Peter is mentioned as is the tenet that the Christians “take no vengeance / on our foes” – namely, the Jews.​[76]​ The reason for this passivity could be that “so may Saracens be saved, scribes and Jewes”;​[77]​ ​[78]​ better to convert than kill.​[79]​ A long passage, running from XV.393-XV.416, tries to prove that Jews and Muslims would make credible converted Christians and inadvertently almost captures Cutler & Cutler’s argument for viewing Islam, Christianity, and Judaism as the mutual religions of Abraham. But, in the end, it denounces Mohammed as no better than a wicked and misguided clerk who “brought misbelief to men and women”;​[80]​ again, the Old Testament Jews are given strong consideration – David as “Memento-Domine,” the “remembered lord”​[81]​ – but faith in Mohammed is lamentable, since he is “a false mediary.”​[82]​ Still, a relatively impressive tone of tolerance is achieved, a concession that “these Saracens, Scribes, and Greeks, / Have clause of our Creed”​[83]​ and that “all pagans pray and have a perfect belief / In one great God.”​[84]​ It all comes to a liberal climax on line 582, “which Ames frequently cites as proofs of Langland’s belief in the concordance of Old and New, of fulfillment of Scriptures”:​[85]​
And Jews live in legitimate law; our Lord wrote it himself
In stone because it was steadfast and should stand forever.
Dilige deum et proximum is perfect Jewish law.
And he entrusted it to Moses to teach men until Messiah should come,
And in that law they believe and look on it as the best.​[86]​

But with the next word – “Yet” – it all comes crashing down.
	When the Jews fail to acknowledge Jesus’ magnificence – specifically, suspecting his raising of Lazarus to be witchcraft – they become forever riven from their Old Testament counterparts. They are held particularly blameworthy for, instead of properly recognizing the miracle that happens in their presence, responding with malicious intent: “…They said and swore that he worked with sorcery, / And studied how they might destroy him, and destroyed themselves / And through his patience their power was brought down to pure nothing.”​[87]​ Worse, Daniel is cited as having foreseen this, and Moses becomes once again equated with the Messiah, this time in a predominantly Christian context. As Tomasch predicted, the medieval Jew has been stripped of his religion. “Solomon, Moses, David, and others are cited with approbation, while post-Old Testament Jews appear in the context of deicide.”​[88]​ And now, true hate for the medieval Jew is authorized by the text as it further both widens the gulf between OT and NT/contemporary Jew, further damning the latter.
Langland devises a damnation that relies on the ultimate Christian Other, Satan, who appears in Passus XVI. The Devil steals away “both great and small / Adam and Abraham, and Isaiah the prophet, / Samson and Samuel and Saint John the Baptist”​[89]​ all of whom now belong securely to Christianity. Conversely, the Jews now belong to Satan, or, at least, are associated with him. They commit the terrible insult of accusing Jesus to be in league with Satan – they “said he worked with witchcraft and with the Devil’s power”​[90]​ – causing Jesus to reflect the comment back upon them, cursing their descendants. This connection of Jews to Satan is not isolated nor novel to Piers Plowman. In his article “The Devil and the Jews in the Christian Consciousness of the Middle Ages,” Robert Bonfil states that “the image of the Jew as the brother who had lost his birthright was supplanted by the stereotype of the fratricidal brother” at the same time as the Devil ceased “to appear in works of art with the attributes of an angel.”​[91]​  As Jesus declares them unholy, the actual being of the Jews appear to mutate from those in common with biblical heroes to demon-like entities filled with evil essences: “Envy and wicked will welled up in the Jews. / They took counsel and conspired to kill him when they might.”​[92]​
More Old Testament credence is given to Christian faith as Jewish forefathers and exemplars align themselves with Jesus. Abraham enters as Faith, wherein the covenant between his lineage and God is recounted: “For he promised me – and my issue too – / Land and lordship and life without end.”​[93]​ However, with both he and Moses as Hope advocating Jesus, the Jews no longer seem his acknowledged people. This will shortly be confirmed, but not before the significant mentions of Joshua, Judith, and Judas Maccabeus also on Moses’ side. They are noteworthy for two reasons. First, as Kirk and Anderson point out, these are “heroes of the Old Testament Book of Joshua and the Apocryphal books of Judith and Maccabees.”​[94]​ That is, Christianity has now reached beyond the traditional five books of Moses to encompass all sacred Hebrew writings​[95]​. Secondly, Maccabeus specifically was one of the medieval Nine Worthies, a group of nine legends who embodied chivalry and morality as “part of the developing mythology of knighthood.”​[96]​ The heroes spanned Christian, pagan, and Jewish lore: King Arthur, Charlemagne, Godfrey of Bouillon, Hector, Alexander, Julius Caesar, Joshua, David, and Judas Maccabaeus. Horst Schroeder tracks a major source, if not the origin, of the Nine Worthies to a 1312 Alexander romance by Jaques de Longuyon, whose influence would spread across “literature and the fine arts throughout Western Europe.”​[97]​ Not only does Maccabeus’ inclusion hint at the importance of Judaic figures in anti-Semitic institutions such as the knighthood, but it also implies a familiarity on behalf of the audience with his exploits. In his article, “Judas Maccabeaus, Charlemagne, and the Oriflamme,” D.A. Trotter suggests that public knowledge with “the more bellicose books of the Old Testament, including the Maccabees” added to the violent ferocity of the Crusades by the commons.​[98]​ Generally, says Leon Poliakov, when the first Crusade did spark anti-Semitic massacres, they were perpetrated not by “the organized armies […] but the formless mobs that preceded them.”​[99]​
	It should be apparent, then, why Passus XVIII says the “Old Jews of Jerusalem joyfully sang”​[100]​ at the approach of their jouster, while the Dreamer can still assume that either “Jews or Scribes” will be the opponent;​[101]​ the Old Jews now belong to Christendom, totally separate from the vile medieval Jew. In fact, Abraham, in the role of Faith, makes his personal disavowal of the Jews clear as the crucifixion of Jesus is replayed with them as the obvious villains. The Longius myth is retold, but, where some versions have him piercing Jesus out of mercy so as to end his suffering, Piers Plowman frames it as malicious. And though Longius himself is repentant, Abraham “began to fiercely scorn the false Jews, / Called them cowards, accursed forever. / ‘For this foul villainy, may vengeance fall upon you!’”​[102]​ These “false Jews” are actually the true Jew, the perceived Jew, to a medieval audience; it is Abraham who actually avoids that damning title as a prophet or precursor to Christ. Regardless, enlisting Abraham as their accuser finalizes the schism between New and Old Testament Jew. The medieval Jew is voided, is negative, and is simply “false.”
	Employing the “Scriptural Jew” to invalidate the “historical Jew,” to use Narin van Court’s terms, is an unconventional move by Langland, but it is not the last. When Jesus triumphs in Hell, the Jews predictably despair: “And all the joy of the Jews disjoins and disperses.”​[103]​ On the level of narrative, their despair is understandable; they have gone to Hell for not believing, and Jesus arrives as the proven Messiah to rescue the few who did, specifically the Jews’ ancestors. On a more metaphorical level, the Jews despair because, frankly, that is the opposite of what a Christian would do at the arrival of Christ. These “false Jews,” stripped of the Hebraic elements which fuelled the allosemitism, have become the negatives of Christians; they are, in a sense, anti-Semites.
They do, however, have one last bond that Langland, in highly unconventional form, aims to sever.  Satan explains his warnings sent to Pilate’s wife as an attempt to keep Christ alive. True, the Devil wished him to live only so that, as a mortal, Jesus would stain his soul with sin, but nevertheless, says Satan, “I would have lengthened his life.”​[104]​ In his essay “The Lamb and the Scapegoat: The Dehumanization of the Jews in Medieval Propaganda Imagery”, Moshe Lazar claims that Jews suffered both “diabolization and dehumanization,”​[105]​ but he is only half right. The Jews cannot even be allied with the Devil. And, as abominations, they cannot align themselves with God, acting as part of His divine plan. They become nowhere-people, beings not only of pure evil, but of pure vacuousness. Robert Stacey says:
Gavin Langmuir has characterized this transformation as a shift from anti-Judaism — a xenophobic hostility rooted in competition between two religious systems — to anti-Semitism — a hostility rooted in the perception that Jews crucified Christian children, consumed Christian blood both figuratively (through usurious money-lending) and literally (through acts of cannibalism), desecrated the Eucharist host, and poisoned the wells, out of an inveterate and irremediable hatred towards all things Christian […] None of those myths had been applied to Jews prior to the twelfth century; by 1300, however, they passed for common knowledge about Jews across most of Christian Europe.​[106]​

One might say that Stacey does not go far enough in his record of accusations, at least in terms of Piers Plowman. The Jews are the undesired by both Good and Evil – God and Satan. The Jews are the un-Chosen People.
	Understandably, little can surpass that absolute rejection of the Jew, but Passus XIX takes a few swipes at the now-toothless former threat of Judaism. Jesus champions over the Jews, becoming, essentially, their king. “Like a noble conqueror”​[107]​ – because, of course, it is not in the spirit of Christianity to be cruel or demeaning – Jesus prevails, but not before more buzzing by the text either undercutting Jewish lineage by called him “Fili David Jesus” or again recounting his resurrection.​[108]​ The latter, though, does have the distinction of painting the Jews as liars, since they “besought the knights’ silence”​[109]​ when “Christus Rex Resurgens.”​[110]​ And, their mention of being “in Avignon” is a muted swipe, but more at the pope than at the Jews. Kirk and Anderson explain that “Jews as moneylenders were thought to be essential to supporting the court of the pope at Avignon.”​[111]​ This standard stereotype has some support from fact, in that “when William of Newburgh described the Jews of England for the first time as ‘the king’s usurers’, this dangerous identification between the English government and its support for Jewish money-lending had already been effected.”​[112]​ Therefore, it is not a far cry, at least not for the sake of slander, to go from the English government’s employment of the Jew to the pope’s, especially during the time of the Great Schism.
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